RCS - Overview

Rich Communication Suite
RCS enhances consumer VoIP services by adding a whole
suite of new features that go beyond voice and simple
text communication. The emphasis is on a contact
oriented approach where a user can not only initiate
conversation but can also see his contacts interest, mood,
location and willingness to communicate.

Integration with
3rd party softswitches
and calling cards platforms

For providers that have a 3rd party softswitch as the core of their
services VoipSwitch offers a complete a RCS API system giving all
the benefits of RCS features (free ONNET calling, messaging,
provisioning etc) while allowing keeping the same billing and
switching infrastructure for paid services (OFFNET calls and
messages).

Whitelabel version for
service providers
The softphones are
delivered as whitelabel,
branded according to the
provider's specification.
We are also open to
engagement in special
custom projects. The
softphones are based on
standard protocols and
work with 3rd party
softswitches and IMS
platforms.
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RCS - Provisioning

First time registration with phone number
Signing up with a phone number enables other RCS users to see this
number as a fellow RCS user in their Contacts. During the signup
process the user receives an SMS verification with an activation code

Provisioning
First time registration with user ID and password
Desktop and tablet users can create a service ID associated with their
email address. This is, besides the phone number, another form of
the user's public ID.
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RCS - Multidevice support

Sharing one account across multiple devices
Having a public ID and password means you can use the same
account on multiple devices. If the registration process was
completed using a phone number, it is always possible to set a
password and start using an app on various devices – laptop,
smartphone, tablet etc.

Multidevice
support

Call and Message forking
A call or message arrives at multiple destinations simultaneously.
After receiving a call or a message, the delivery status is updated on
every device.
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RCS - User Social Profile

Picture (avatar) - profile photo shared with others, can be
uploaded from the image gallery or taken using a camera.
Email – a user can be found in the service public directory by
email address
User Social Profile

Phone number – verified phone numbers are used as the
Display Name for calls (also OFFNET) and are used in RCS
user discovery, letting others see them in their Contacts as
RCS users.
Free text/status text – a user's short text shared with others
Personal details – more profile details shared with others
and used in the Find Friends directory
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RCS - Enhanced Address Book

TAB
(terminal address book) synchronized with the server. Contacts
from the native address book that are RCS users are marked with
a service badge. RCS contacts are shown with their current
availability displayed.

NAB
Enhanced Address Book

(network address book) RCS contacts from devices
and all contacts from desktop clients are stored in
the NAB and shared across all the user's devices.

RCS User Discovery (UD)
When a TAB is synchronized with the
RCS node server, the UD module
checks phone numbers, email
addresses and service IDs and updates
the RCS resource list for the user.
Adding a new number or service ID to
the contacts updates the list instantly
and the new entries are presented as
RCS capable.

Find Friends Public Directory
FF allows you to find other RCS users
by surname, email address and service
ID. Users can choose whether their
phone number is visible in search
results or not.
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RCS - Contact handling

Presence status

Information about users' availability. A user's online/offline status is
shown by the word 'Free' and a visual indication.

Avatars

Each RCS user is shown with their profile photo.

Favorites
User can select contacts to be shown in a separate list.

Notification about newly joined contact
When a contact from the address book signs in to the
service, a PUSH notification is sent.

Contact details view
Shows the RCS contact capabilities like Instant
Messaging, ONNET voice and video calls. Also
displays paid break out calls and SMS to PSTN
numbers with associated rates.
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RCS - In call functionalities
Video calling

Noise reduction

RCS gives users HD audio & high quality video calls. On mobile devices switching
from front to rear camera view is enabled during the call. If the mobile device is
rotated the video is always updated and displays on receivers' and senders' devices
accordingly, in full screen.

Multiline support

Supported video codecs: VP8 (fully compliant with WebRTC deployments), h264,

Echo Cancellation

h263.
Transfer

Supported audio codecs: OPUS (recommended, used by Google Hangout, Skype

Conversation Recording

and WebRTC), AMR NB and WB, g722, g729, GSM, g711, Speex.

Multiparty conference

Up to 5 users in a conference.

Chat within a call

Chat initiated from a call is placed in the calling screen, making it easy to
return to the active call.

Push notification

For incoming calls, when the RCS client is closed it will receive a PUSH
notification. The client will wake up and pick up the call from the RCS
server.

Video conference

Available on desktop clients only, up to 5 users in one conference.
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RCS - ON-NET and OFF-NET calls

OFF-NET (breakout) calls
The RCS client uses a separate SIP configuration for making calls to a breakout gateway. A user can
select whether to make an ONNET call to an RCS contact or make a paid call to a PSTN number. The rate
associated with the call to a given number is shown next to it.
When dialing from the dial pad the client first checks whether the number being dialed is provisioned on
the RCS platform and if it is, displays the called user's information, indicating that it is an ONNET (free)
call. If the number is not provisioned, then a rate per minute is shown. If the user does not have sufficient
funds on his account, he will be given the option to top up first.
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Peer to peer calling among RCS users
The ICE mechanism is used to ensure connectivity in various
networks. This is the most efficient NAT traversal technology
enabling peer to peer media flow when establishing a direct
media path is possible and falling back to media relay server
when it is not. The whole process of finding a path takes only
split second and is not discernable to the user. Using ICE, more
than 95% of calls are made in peer to peer mode, which saves
load on the provider network. This is especially important since
video communication has become a standard.
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RCS - Voicemail

Voicemail
Voicemail can be activated or deactivated by a user. On a
new message the system sends a PUSH notification.

Visual presentation
Left messages are shown in a visual form divided into
new (unheard) and old (heard) messages. A user can tap
on a particular message to play it.

Voicemail welcome greeting
User can record their own welcome message.

Voicemail to email
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If this option is chosen, the platform will send an email with a
new voicemail as an mp3 attachment and some details like the
sender's details, message duration, date and time when the
message was left .
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RCS - Chat
PUSH notification

Group chat

When the application is closed the system sends a PUSH
notification with the message. Clicking on the notification alert
starts the app and downloads the rest of the content

A user can initiate a group chat by
inviting other RCS users. They can
see who joined and left the chat,
browse the chat history from the
time before they joined. The group
chat also inherits all the chat features
like Multimedia and Geolocation
sharing and PUSH notification.

Typing notification
Shows when the remote party is
writing a message during a chat (in
the chat window).

Emoticons
Stickers
Multimedia sharing
Geolocation sharing

Delivery confirmation
Messages received by the destination party will be displayed with
an icon next to it indicating that the message has been delivered.
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Deferred messages

Messages that cannot be delivered are stored in queue on
the server side. When the recipient is back online, all stored
messages are delivered
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RCS - Multimedia and geolocation sharing
PUSH notification
When a destination user is offline (not registered to his
home server) the messages are delivered in the form of a
PUSH notification (supported on mobile platforms). The
notifications visually inform the user of the type sent file and
convey the sender ID information. When opened, the RCS
client connects to the server and downloads the content.

File sharing

The file sharing feature enables a user to send audio and video files, images, and
documents and to record audio or video. File transfer can be initiated based on three
flows: select contact and share; send file within chat; send file during a call. After an
image is selected for sharing the user is given the possibility of resizing it to improve
transfer speed. Before the transfer is initiated the receiver is asked to accept the file.
It is possible to preview an image before sending it and to cancel the file transfer
during the file transfer process.
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RCS - Multimedia and geolocation sharing

Geolocation Push
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“Share your location” feature allows users to easily communicate their
current position with other contacts. The feature is embedded into chat
and call. A user's position is shown on the map. Also, when sending their
own location a user can select his position or choose any other location
from the map (for example a meeting spot).
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RCS - Account menu
Account management directly from the application.
Top up
User can recharge their account by various means, including in app Google and Apple
payments, Credit cards, Paypal, CashU and others.

Packages
Product bundles, for example 1000 minutes to Europe at $10 per month, support for
subscriptions or one time plans. A user can have multiple active packages within an account.

Rates
Shows rates per country or country code, both for voice and SMS

Also support for inbound SMS
Virtual phone number
(DIDs)
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A user can purchase a phone number directly from the app.
Incoming calls are routed to the user and can be received on
the app the same way and with all the features (PUSH,
voicemail) as ONNET calls.

The numbers can be set as a caller ID for outbound calls.
The RCS platform is integrated with various DID providers for dynamic
number ordering.
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RCS - Social networks and Tell Friends feature

Tell Friends
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Sharing service ID or number across social networks,
including facebook, twitter and Google +. Users can invite all
their buddies, letting the application go viral.
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RCS - Contact Us

The demo of the softphone is available here:
MAC: https://www.ivippie.com/vippie-mac/
PC: https://www.ivippie.com/vippie-pc/
BLACKBERRY:
soon on app stores - contact us for details
ANDROID:
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.voipswitc
h.vippie2
WINDOWS PHONE:
soon on app stores - contact us for details
iPad and iPhone: https://itunes.apple.com/sa/app/vippiefor-iphone/id524995975?mt=8

Contact

Do you have additional questions?
For more information please contact:
sales@voipswitch.com
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